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The Upside of Cancer
Molly Secours cuts to the core of difficult issues without mincing words. With humor, compassion and 

clarity, Secours shares unique and personal insights gained while battling stage IV cancer and the 

emotional and spiritual transformation that occurred in the face of physical and fiscal devastation. Secours 

suggests we are never more authentically alive than when we are in such close proximity to death.  
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As a speaker at TEDxNashville 2010, Molly Secours shared an extraordinary story of transformation 

during a recent battle with cancer.  She was extremely courageous, inspiring, eloquent, powerful and 

insightful…a brilliant, mesmerizing speaker. – Michael Hart, Chair, TEDxNashville Speaker 
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Whether a CEO of a major corporation, a college student or a sanitation worker, Secours suggests we all have 

one thing in common: a desire for finding purpose in our lives--including our suffering. "Moment Of 

Alchemy" features an 8 minute video Secours produced which invites audience members to dip beneath the 

surface of their life challenges and pluck insight, clarity and yes, perhaps even purpose.  

Moment of Alchemy

Molly Secours is the finest public speaker I have heard in ages. She has a fine 

command of language and an engaging presence. Truly a 'rara avis.'"

 – H. Jackson Forstman, Dean, Emeritus and Finney Professor, Emeritus The 

Divinity School Vanderbilt University

For the past 15 years Molly Secours has used her artistic talents to effect social change and public policy regarding 

inequities in health care, education & criminal justice.  She has appeared on numerous local and national radio and 

television talk shows including CNN's Paul Zahn Now and is a weekly Huffington Post columnist. Secours has 

earned national recognition for her health care documentary “Faces Of TennCare”and her work has been praised 

by members of the United States Congress including representatives John Conyers, Jesse Jackson Jr. , Senator 
Edward Kennedy and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

For more Information or to book Molly visit www.mollysecours.com


